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ESSnet Big Data WP2: Webscraping Enterprise Characteristics 
Methodological note 

The ESSnet BD WP2 performs joint web scraping experiments following in multiple countries, using as much as 

possible the same methodological concepts. The aim is to derive experimental statistics on enterprises from 

information found on the web, especially the websites of enterprises. It should be noted that these statistics 

have not reached maturity in terms of harmonisation, coverage or methodology. At this point they are to be 

treated as the output of research experiments and they do not necessarily align with the official statistics 

published on this subject. 

Use case: Social Media Presence  

Country: BG 

Date: 2018-03-06  

Authors: Kostadin Georgiev and Galya Stateva  

Data sources 
- The Statistical Business Register (SBR)  

- Responses from Bulgarian ICT survey  

- URL Inventory of enterprises 

Population 
- The List of enterprises with known websites found with URLs Retrieval use-case (11442) 

Methodology 
I. Methodological procedures with BNSI software:  

1. Configure the information in the conf.php file. 

2. Add necessary database table fields according to the information in the conf.php file. 

3. Run scrap.v3.php script to get social media URLs of the enterprises on the first page of their 

web-sites.  

4. Run the info.php script to see statistics from the above executed steps for Social Media 

presence URLs at regional level and NACE categories.  

The BNSI E-commerce URLs scripts are available at 

https://github.com/kostadingeorgiev/bnsi_bigdata 

II. Methodological procedures with Polish software:  

1. Make a list with enterprises IDs and URLs from MySQL database containing enterprises with 

known websites found with URLs Retrieval use-case (11442). 

2. Run the Social media detection software developed by Statistics Poland, refined by Statistics 

Nederland and Bulgarian National Statistical Institute using the List with enterprises IDs and 

URLs. Available at:  https://github.com/jmaslankowski/WP2-Social-Media-Presence.  

https://github.com/kostadingeorgiev/bnsi_bigdata
https://github.com/jmaslankowski/WP2-Social-Media-Presence
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3. Import the result of previous step into MySQL database table for a comparison with BNSI 

software social media results. 

4. Run software for gathering enterprises’ Tweets over the output file from step 2 (software 

developed by Statistics Poland, refined by Statistics Nederland and Bulgarian National 

Statistical Institute using the List with enterprises IDs and URLs. Available at:  

https://github.com/jmaslankowski/WP2-Social-Media-Presence).  

5. Run software for detection of the goals of social media use (as defined in the ICT survey 

questionnaire) with appropriate configuration of stop and go words.    

Related figures 

The execution of Bulgarian and Polish social media software gave the following results:   

Number of enterprises with predicted social media by kind and software used 

Software Facebook Twitter Google Plus Linkedin Youtube Instagram Pinterest 

Bulgarian 3228 1111 1103 858 751 308 202 

Polish 3776 1462 1276 1009 1247 353 - 

 

I. The results from Social media presence (with BNSI software) procedure is:   

The benchmark analysis was carried out between the ICT survey 2017 data and Social media 

presence use-case (ICT survey question: Usage of social media (Yes, No)?). The total 11442 

enterprises with known URLs were object of the Social media presence procedure and 4776 of them 

were in the scope of the ICT survey 2017.  The number of full matches (Yes/Yes and No/No results in 

the both sources) are 3370 or 70, 56% success of the Social media presence procedure.  From the 

target population of the ICT survey 2017, 12,74 % of enterprises have at least one social media 

profile.  

II. The results from Social media presence (with Polish software) procedure is: 

We found 21 813 web-pages of enterprises with social media links.  We collected about 1 M. tweets 

(1 000 273) from the enterprises for which we found Twitter accounts on the fly in step 4.  

The results after execution of the step 5 (with Polish Tweets classification training set) for detection 

of goals of social media use are:  

 recruitment – 685 392 tweets; 

 enterprise image – 207 725 tweets; 

 commercials – 79 514 tweets; 

 marketing – 4132 tweets; 

 others – 23 510 tweets; 

The results after execution of the step 5 (with Bulgarian Tweets classification training set – 1001 

Tweets) for detection of goals of social media use are: 

 commercials – 510 644 tweets; 

 others – 388 804 tweets; 

 enterprise image – 77 570 tweets; 

https://github.com/jmaslankowski/WP2-Social-Media-Presence
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 marketing – 23 137 tweets; 

 recruitment – 118 tweets; 

Limitations and future work 

- The ICT survey was carried out in the beginning of 2017, where the Social media presence 

procedure was performed in March 2018.  We intend to repeat the comparison when the ICT 

survey 2018 results for social media presence are available. It’s probably will lead to the 

more accurate results; 

- The results on social media detection from the 1st page of the enterprises web-sites and from 

all web-site pages are almost the same (15% more on all web-site pages). Therefore if you 

don’t want to make heavy web scrapping on the whole web-site you may go only with the 1st 

page to get the comparable results.   

- The difference between results for detection of goals of social media use with Polish and 

Bulgarian Tweets classification training sets could be explain with different size of both 

training set and the presence of Bulgarian Cyrillic key words. Most likely with another 

different training set will get a different result. 

- There was need for some software changes over the Polish software, even after the 

Netherlands’ refinements to be able to run the methodological steps smoothly. In general, 

the Polish software works well in the BNSI environment.  

 

 

 

       


